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ABSTRACT
We have measured the column density proÐle of IoÏs sodium corona using 10 mutual eclipses between
the Galilean satellites. This approach circumvents the problem of spatially resolving IoÏs corona directly
from IoÏs bright continuum in the presence of atmospheric seeing and telescopic scattering. The primary
goal is to investigate the spatial and temporal variations of IoÏs corona. Spectra from the Keck Observa-
tory and McDonald Observatory from 1997 reveal a corona that is only approximately spherically sym-
metric around Io. Comparing the globally averaged radial sodium column density proÐle in the corona
with proÐles measured in 1991 and 1985, we Ðnd that there has been no signiÐcant variation. However,
there appears to be a previously undetected asymmetry : the corona above IoÏs sub-Jupiter hemisphere is
consistently more dense than above the anti-Jupiter hemisphere.
Subject headings : planets and satellites : individual (Io) È techniques : spectroscopic
On-line material : machine-readable table
1. INTRODUCTION
IoÏs volcanic atmosphere is dominated by andSO2atomic sulfur and oxygen (reviewed by Spencer & Schneider
1996 ; Lellouch 1996). Spectra of IoÏs surface with the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) have detected gas in theSO2atmosphere at three discrete regions representing three dis-
tinct areas of IoÏs surface (volcanic plumes, frost, and aSO2region with neither plumes nor frost), implying global SO2coverage (McGrath et al. 2000). Additionally, images of Lya
emission from Io using the HST /Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph have been interpreted as showing reÑected
solar Lya emission attenuated by an atmosphere.SO2These images show a global atmosphere with gas con-SO2centrated near the equator (Feldman et al. 2000). Results
from the Galileo spacecraft support this suggestion with
observations indicating that Io has a global ionosphere
(Hinson et al. 1998) that may be denser near the equatorial
regions (Burger, Schneider, & Wilson 1999)
Where IoÏs gravity dominates over JupiterÏs, within about
6 Io radii there is a corona (or exosphere) consisting(6RIo),of atoms and molecules that are gravitationally bound to
Io. The density is much lower than the near-surface com-
ponent, and there is little interaction between the con-
stituents. The inner boundary of the corona is deÐned by
IoÏs exobase, the distance from Io at which collisions
between atoms are no longer important. Constituents that
leave the exobase with velocities greater than the escape
velocity or are accelerated to escape velocity by inter-
actions with plasma torus ions can escape from the
corona. A mapping of the sodium corona (Schneider et al.
1991) has shown that this region is roughly spherically sym-
metric about Io.
Neutral sodium was Ðrst discovered at Io more than 25
yr ago (Brown 1974 ; Trafton, Parkinson, & Macy 1974).
Despite its small abundance, optical wavelength obser-
vations of sodium have been essential for understanding
the structure and escape of IoÏs atmosphere because of the
challenges in measuring the densities of the major atmo-
spheric species. The emission from the dominant coronal
species, oxygen and sulfur, results from electron impact
excitation, so the observed emission is a function of the
neutral density, electron density, and electron temperature,
making the neutral density proÐle difficult to determine
directly from observational data without detailed modeling.
Because the sodium D lines are formed through a resonant
transition, sodium can be observed at Io in both emission
and absorption. Also, sodium emission is much brighter
than emission by the other atmospheric components.
Therefore, optical wavelength observations of sodium have
been essential for understanding the structure and escape of
IoÏs atmosphere.
Sodium is now known to escape through  slow ÏÏ and
 fast ÏÏ processes. Sputtering of neutrals o the atmosphere
and corona form an extended cloud of slowly escaping neu-
trals (mean velocity D2È3 km s~1 with a high-speed tail
extending to D10È30 km s~1), which primarily leads Io in
its orbit around Jupiter (Smyth 1992). Similar clouds are
known to exist for the more dominant species of sulfur and
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oxygen (Brown 1981 ; Thomas 1996) but have not been well
studied since emission from these species is at the limits of
what can be observed. There are several mechanisms that
result in the fast escape of sodium (velocity km s~1).Z10
JupiterÏs magnetic Ðeld accelerates sodium ions in IoÏs col-
lisionally thick ionosphere that are neutralized through
charge exchange to produce fast neutrals (Wilson & Schnei-
der 1999). Sodium ions in the plasma torus can also charge
exchange with neutrals to create fast sodium. Similarly,
sodium-bearing molecular ions are swept into the torus of
plasma that encircles Jupiter, and dissociation of these mol-
ecules creates a separate fast-sodium feature (Wilson & Sch-
neider 1994). Additional fast sodium results from the
high-speed tail of the sputtering Ñux distribution (Smyth
1992).
Tracing the distribution of sodium in the corona will help
to explain the sources and escape of all coronal species.
Although oxygen and sulfur have been detected in the
corona (Ballester et al. 1987), the radial density proÐles of
these species have never been measured owing to the diffi-
culties discussed above. Recent observations with HST
have mapped the intensity proÐle within (Roesler et10RIoal. 1999 ; Wolven et al. 2001). Saur et al. (2000) have shown
that the qualitative features of the bright equatorial emis-
sion spots seen in observations of neutral oxygen (O I] 1356
(Retherford et al. 2000) close to Io can be explainedA )
through interactions between Io and the plasma torus in a
spherically symmetric corona. This is an indication of the
difficulties involved in deriving a unique oxygen density
proÐle from remote observations. Since the sodium abun-
dance is more directly determined from intensity, obser-
vations of the sodium corona provide a less ambiguous view
of the near-Io environment.
In this paper the distribution of sodium in IoÏs corona is
measured using spectra taken of Galilean satellites being
eclipsed by Io. Data from 1991 and 1997 are compared with
the previous mapping in 1985 by Schneider et al. (1991) to
show that the corona has remained remarkably stable over
a period of 12 yr. We also present evidence for an apparent
column density asymmetry in the corona above IoÏs sub-
Jupiter and anti-Jupiter hemispheres.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Under normal viewing conditions it is not possible to
observe sodium close to IoÏs surface. This is primarily due
to two eects : First, Io has a very high geometric albedo.
The surface is approximately as bright in backscattered
sunlight at 5900 as an optically thick sodium atmosphere.A
Therefore, IoÏs disk looks the same regardless of how much
sodium is present (Brown, Murcray, & Chaee 1975).
Second, the EarthÏs atmosphere smears the emission on
scales of the order of a few Io radii in such a way as to(RIo)signiÐcantly alter the observed emission proÐle (Schneider
et al. 1991).
To circumvent these problems, we have taken advantage
of mutual eclipsing events between the Galilean satellites
following the method of Schneider et al. (1987, 1991). The
plane of JupiterÏs satellites crosses the Sun-Jupiter plane
twice along JupiterÏs 12 yr orbit around the Sun. This pro-
vides an opportunity to apply a unique method of probing
the exospheres of the moons. As the eclipsing moon (e.g., Io
as shown in Fig. 1) passes between the Sun and the eclipsed
moon (Europa in Fig. 1), the light that is not physically
blocked by IoÏs surface passes through its corona. Sodium
atoms in this region scatter the solar photons. This light
then reÑects o Europa and is observed at Earth. Spectra
taken of Europa show the sodium absorption feature from
IoÏs corona. A comparison of spectra taken during and
outside of eclipse provides a time series of how much
absorption took place during dierent light traversal paths
through IoÏs corona (Fig. 2).
We use a series of observations of Galilean satellites
being eclipsed by Io from the 1997 eclipse season taken at
the Keck Observatory in Hawaii and McDonald Observa-
tory in Texas, as well as one event observed from the Cata-
lina Observatory in Arizona in 1991. The data sets are
discussed in detail below. Table 1 lists the events observed
for this analysis. IoÏs orbital geometry for each observation
is shown in Figure 3. Although most of the events are clus-
tered near IoÏs western elongation (orbital phase D270¡), a
variety of orbital geometries are represented. Each event
measures a dierent cut through IoÏs corona, and each
TABLE 1
ECLIPSE PARAMETERS
Eclipse Durationb Eclipsed Minimum bc /Io(helio)d /Io(geo)e jIII, Iof
Number Date UTa (minutes) Telescope Satellite (RIo) (deg) (deg) (deg)
1 . . . . . . . . 1997 Jun 21 15 :32 17.1 Keck Callisto 2.1 347 337 314
2 . . . . . . . . 1997 Aug 27 8 :10 4.5 Keck Callisto 3.1 233 235 162
3 . . . . . . . . 1997 Aug 27 11 :30 13.8 Keck Ganymede 1.4 261 263 256
4 . . . . . . . . 1997 Jun 19 7 :57 6.0 McDonald Europa 1.2 236 226 209
5 . . . . . . . . 1997 Jul 21 6 :24 2.5 McDonald Europa 2.1 252 247 273
6 . . . . . . . . 1997 Aug 20 8 :09 10.6 McDonald Ganymede 1.6 249 251 173
7 . . . . . . . . 1997 Aug 30 2 :35 8.6 McDonald Europa 1.9 76 80 208
8 . . . . . . . . 1997 Oct 3 1 :25 7.6 McDonald Ganymede 1.6 141 150 175
9 . . . . . . . . 1997 Oct 10 4 :15 6.6 McDonald Ganymede 2.0 149 159 242
10 . . . . . . 1991 May 21 3 :59g 5.5g Catalina Europa 1.2 227 235 341
a Universal Time of eclipse midpoint ; from Arlot 1996 except as noted.
b Duration of event ; from Arlot 1996 except as noted.
c Minimum impact parameter of the event (see text for details).
d IoÏs heliocentric orbital longitude at eclipse midpoint.
e IoÏs geocentric orbital longitude at eclipse midpoint.
f IoÏs magnetic (system III) longitude at eclipse midpoint.
g From J.-E. Arlot 1999, private communication.
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FIG. 1.ÈSketch of Io eclipsing Europa. Sunlight passes through the corona, reÑects o Europa, and is observed at the Earth. IoÏs umbra and penumbra
are shown falling on Europa. The shaded region surrounding Io represents IoÏs sodium corona. The extended sodium neutral cloud that leads Io in its orbit is
not shown. Io, Europa, and the corona are drawn at 3 times the scale of Jupiter and the satellite orbits. The direction of satellite motion is indicated, although
the magnitude of motion during an observation is not. The insert shows the size of the impact parameter for the observation.
observation samples a dierent section along this trajectory,
giving us a chance to probe the three-dimensional geometry
of the corona. Table 2 lists the location relative to Io of each
observation. The determination of the radial distance from
Io sampled (the impact parameter b) is discussed in ° 3
below.
2.1. Keck Observatory Observations
Three mutual events were observed from the 10 m tele-
scope at the Keck Observatory using the High-Resolution
Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) ; (Vogt 1994), an echelle
spectrograph with a cross disperser. At the sodium D line
wavelengths (D5900 the spectral resolution is j/A ),
*jD 67,000 corresponding to a full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) for a monochromatic source of 2.0 pixels, or 88
The signal-to-noise ratio for a 70 s exposure is D450mA .
for the continuum near the sodium D lines and D115 at the
minima of the deep Fraunhofer absorption lines.
The reduction of the spectra proceeded as follows to
determine the equivalent widths of the coronal sodium
absorption lines : the spectra were Ðrst bias subtracted and
Ñat-Ðeld corrected in the standard way. Because the light
from the observed moon did not cover the entire length of
the slit, we were able to subtract background light from the
spectra. For each column along the spectral direction, the
slice along the spatial direction was approximated by a
Gaussian plus a polynomial, with the Gaussian approx-
imating the light from the satellite and the polynomial that
from the background. We used this primitive Ðt simply to
identify the region of sky along the column and then per-
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FIG. 2.ÈRemoval of the solar spectrum from an observation from
Keck Observatory on 1997 August 27. L ower solid line : Spectrum of Cal-
listo (spectrum 3.10 from Table 2) during an eclipse showing the absorp-
tion from IoÏs corona. Dashed line : Spectrum of Callisto out of eclipse (with
no absorption at Io). Upper solid line : Ratio of the two spectra showing a
pure Io spectrum. The core of the solar Fraunhofer line is not removed
perfectly, but the Doppler shift between the Io sodium absorption line and
the solar line is sufficient that the Iogenic absorption is not aected. This
line has been shifted up by 0.15 for clarity. Separate corrections are made
for the and lines. Wavelength calibration is based on the solar restD2 D1frame.
FIG. 3.ÈIoÏs orbital geometry for each of the observed mutual events
listed in Table 1 as observed from the Sun. Io is not shown to scale. Event
numbers are indicated. Direction to Earth varies for dierent observing
dates.
formed a s2 minimization routine to Ðt a low-order poly-
nomial to the sky. By Ðtting a separate polynomial for each
column along the spectral dimension, we subtracted the
wavelength-dependent background, including the spatially
uniform emission from sodium in the EarthÏs atmosphere.
After subtracting the background, the spectra were reduced
to one dimension by summing in the spatial direction. This
process was performed on all the spectra during the eclipse
series plus several spectra taken out of eclipse that were
used as solar references to isolate the absorption at Io.
After producing a spectrum, light scattered in the optics
of the spectrograph, which Ðlls in the bottom of the Fraun-
hofer lines, was removed (Vogt 1994). Neglecting this eect
underestimates the amount of absorption and therefore the
column density of sodium. An empirical correction was per-
formed by matching the spectra to a standard high-
resolution solar spectrum convolved with the HIRES
point-spread function. The bases of the solar Fraunhofer
absorption lines were 5% of the continuum (Brown & Yung
1976).
The solar spectrum was removed by matching the spectra
taken during eclipses with a reference spectrum of the same
object taken out of eclipse. The reference was shifted by
subpixel amounts to account for small wavelength shifts
between observations. Dividing an eclipse spectrum by the
pure solar spectrum revealed the absorption from sodium in
the corona (Fig. 2). Separate corrections were made to
remove the solar spectrum around the and lines.D2 D1Telluric absorptions are negligible in the Keck data near the
Iogenic sodium absorption lines, so no further corrections
were needed.
A wavelength calibration was made by identiÐcation of
solar absorption lines (Moore, Minnaert, & Houtgast 1966).
The resulting calibration gave the wavelengths in the solar
rest frame rather than in the observerÏs rest frame but
allowed for the determination of slight shifts in wavelength
between observations. The wavelength calibration is accu-
rate to within 0.05 A .
2.2. McDonald Observatory Observations
Six mutual events were recorded with the 2.7 m telescope
at the McDonald Observatory using the two-dimensional
Echelle Spectrometer. The events were split evenlyCoude
between Europa and Ganymede as the eclipsed satellite.
Typical spectral resolution attained was j/*jD 60,000 (as
determined from the FWHM of telluric lines in the program
spectra). Exposures were 60 s in length, yielding signal-to-
noise ratio levels of D100 in the continuum.
Standard reduction and analysis procedures were fol-
lowed in the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF)
environment, starting with bias subtraction and Ñat-Ðeld
division. The echelle order with the sodium D lines was
traced and extracted in order to create a one-dimensional
spectrum. Owing to order-spacing constraints, it was not
possible to distinguish between sky background and scat-
tered light, and the regions toward the ends of the slit were
avoided in the one-dimensional summation. Scattered light
in the spectrograph was removed using the method
described above for the Keck observations.
McDonald spectra are usually  wet ÏÏ ; i.e., they include an
appreciable number of telluric water lines. This contami-
nation was easily removed by a division of all one-
dimensional spectra by a spectrum of a hot star observed on
the same night. Despite variations in air mass toward dier-
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS
Observation bc Wavelength of D2 Wavelength of D1 N T e
Numbera Phaseb (RIo) Locationd (mA ) (mA ) (cm~2) (K)
1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 2.5 L, N 14^ 2 6^ 2 (7^ 1)] 1010 Thin
1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 2.4 L, N 9^ 2 17^ 4 (6^ 2)] 1010 Thin
1.2 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3 2.2 L, N 13^ 4 9^ 2 1.3~0.3`0.5 ] 1011 Undetermined1.3 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3 2.2 L, N 20^ 4 25^ 2 (2^ 1)] 1011 Undetermined
1.4 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 2.1 L, N 24^ 4 26^ 2 (2^ 1)] 1011 Undetermined
1.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5 2.1 N 25^ 4 17^ 5 2.6~0.8`1.5 ] 1011 \12002.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.9 7.7 A, L, N 3.4^ 0.5 3.3 ^ 0.5 (2.2^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.5 6.6 A, L, N 6.2^ 0.5 3.9 ^ 0.4 (3.4^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.1 5.5 A, L, N 10.0^ 0.6 4.2 ^ 0.5 (5.0^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
2.3 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.6 4.6 A, L, N 13.6^ 0.6 6.8 ^ 0.5 (7.2^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
2.4 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.2 3.7 A, L, N 22.2^ 0.6 10.8 ^ 0.5 (1.18^ 0.06)] 1011 Undetermined
2.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3 3.2 A, L, N 28.4^ 0.6 16.9 ^ 0.4 (2.04^ 0.12)] 1011 900~400`7002.6 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 3.2 J, T, N 28.6^ 0.6 16.1 ^ 0.4 (1.86^ 0.11)] 1011 2000~900`22002.7 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2 3.8 J, T, N 20.2^ 0.6 11.2 ^ 0.5 1.27~0.10`0.12 ] 1011 1100~800`40002.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6 4.6 J, T, N 12.9^ 0.6 6.5 ^ 0.4 6.7~0.2`0.9 ] 1010 Undetermined2.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1 5.4 J, T, N 9.1^ 0.6 5.4 ^ 0.4 (5.1^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
2.10 . . . . . . . . . 2.5 6.5 J, T, N 6.2^ 0.6 2.4 ^ 0.5 (3.0^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
2.11 . . . . . . . . . 2.9 7.6 J, T, N 3.3^ 0.5 1.1 ^ 0.4 (1.6^ 0.2)] 1010 Thin
2.12 . . . . . . . . . 3.3 8.7 J, T, N 3.2^ 0.6 0.2 ^ 0.4 1.7B 0.3] 1010 Thin
3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.2 [10 A, S 1.0^ 0.4 1.4 ^ 0.4 (6.7^ 2.4)] 109 Thin
3.1 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.1 [10 A, S 1.7^ 0.4 2.0 ^ 0.4 (1.1^ 0.2)] 1010 Thin
3.2 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.9 8.1 A, S 2.0^ 0.4 1.8 ^ 0.4 (1.2^ 0.2)] 1010 Thin
3.3 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.7 7.2 A, S 1.4^ 0.4 2.0 ^ 0.4 (1.0^ 0.2)] 1010 Thin
3.4 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.6 6.4 A, S 4.6^ 0.5 2.4 ^ 0.4 (2.4^ 0.2)] 1010 Thin
3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.4 5.5 A, S 6.1^ 0.6 3.0 ^ 0.4 (3.1^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
3.6 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.3 4.7 A, S 8.0^ 0.5 3.8 ^ 0.4 (4.1^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
3.7 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.1 3.8 A, S 11.2^ 0.5 6.0 ^ 0.5 6.5~0.8`1.2 ] 1010 Undetermined3.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 3.0 A, S 18.8^ 0.5 10.6 ^ 0.5 1.20~.11`0.13 ] 1011 700~500`27003.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 2.3 A, S 34.8^ 0.7 21.3 ^ 0.6 2.69~0.17`0.18 ] 1011 1100~400`6003.10 . . . . . . . . . 0.3 1.8 A, S 47.2^ 0.5 32.0 ^ 0.5 4.66~0.17`0.18 ] 1011 1100 ^ 2003.11 . . . . . . . . . 0.4 1.5 A, S 65.9^ 0.8 49.4 ^ 0.7 8.69~0.40`0.43 ] 1011 1700 ^ 2003.12 . . . . . . . . . 0.6 1.5 J, S 74.2^ 0.6 55.3 ^ 0.6 9.72~0.35`0.37 ] 1011 2300 ^ 2003.13 . . . . . . . . . 0.7 1.9 J, S 61.7^ 0.5 44.0 ^ 0.5 7.02~0.22`0.23 ] 1011 1800~100`2003.14 . . . . . . . . . 0.9 2.4 J, S 47.0^ 0.5 29.9 ^ 0.5 4.00~0.15`0.16 ] 1011 1800~300`4003.15 . . . . . . . . . 1.0 3.1 J, S 30.0^ 0.5 17.5 ^ 0.4 2.09~0.11`0.12 ] 1011 1300~500`9003.16 . . . . . . . . . 1.2 3.9 J, S 20.5^ 0.5 10.4 ^ 0.4 1.08~0.03`0.10 ] 1011 [3 ] 1033.17 . . . . . . . . . 1.4 5.5 J, S 9.9^ 0.5 4.9 ^ 0.4 (5.2^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
3.18 . . . . . . . . . 1.6 6.3 J, S 6.2^ 0.5 3.3 ^ 0.4 (3.3^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
3.19 . . . . . . . . . 1.7 7.1 J, S 5.1^ 0.6 2.4 ^ 0.5 (2.6^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
3.20 . . . . . . . . . 1.9 7.9 J, S 4.4^ 0.6 2.4 ^ 0.4 (2.3^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
3.21 . . . . . . . . . 2.0 [10 J, S 3.9^ 0.5 2.2 ^ 0.5 (2.1^ 0.3)] 1010 Thin
4.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.7 5.0 A, L, N 9.3^ 1.5 2.4 ^ 1.0 (4.0^ 0.6)] 1010 Thin
4.1 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.2 3.1 A, L, N 19.9^ 1.6 9.3 ^ 1.1 1.03~0.06`0.10 ] 1011 Undetermined4.2 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 2.2 A, L, N 36.0^ 2.5 14.6 ^ 1.7 1.76~.11`.25 ] 1011 Undetermined4.3 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3 1.5 A, L, N 55.5^ 3.2 34.5 ^ 2.2 4.48~0.65`0.79 ] 1011 3300~1700`54004.4 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5 1.2 N 73.0^ 4.0 52.4 ^ 3.1 8.5~1.4`2.1 ] 1011 2600~1000`17004.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 1.4 J, T, N 70.7^ 4.0 53.3 ^ 3.1 9.6~1.7`2.7 ] 1011 2000~700`11004.6 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9 2.0 J, T, N 55.9^ 3.0 36.1 ^ 2.1 4.94~0.68`0.84 ] 1011 2400~1100`26004.7 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2 2.9 J, T, N 31.8^ 1.9 17.2 ^ 1.3 1.89~0.18`0.34 ] 1011 [1034.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4 3.8 J, T, N 19.2^ 1.5 11.5 ^ 1.3 1.43~0.32`0.43 ] 1011 \1044.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6 4.8 J, T, N 13.8^ 1.3 8.3 ^ 1.2 1.02~0.28`0.60 ] 1011 Undetermined4.10 . . . . . . . . . 1.8 5.7 J, T, N 10.5^ 1.1 3.5 ^ 0.9 (5.0^ 0.6)] 1010 Thin
4.11 . . . . . . . . . 2.1 6.6 J, T, N 7.9^ 0.9 5.4 ^ 0.9 (4.5^ 0.5)] 1010 Thin
4.12 . . . . . . . . . 2.3 7.6 J, T, N 9.4^ 1.1 2.2 ^ 1.0 (4.3^ 0.6)] 1010 Thin
4.13 . . . . . . . . . 2.5 8.5 J, T, N 3.6^ 0.9 3.6 ^ 1.1 (2.1^ 0.6)] 1010 Thin
5.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [3.0 5.5 A, N 13.2^ 2.3 5.2 ^ 1.5 (6.4^ 1.0)] 1010 Thin
5.1 . . . . . . . . . . . [2.4 4.7 A, N 11.6^ 2.1 5.4 ^ 1.9 (6.0^ 1.2)] 1010 Thin
5.2 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.7 3.8 A, N 17.4^ 2.5 10.1 ^ 1.8 1.20~0.34`0.63 ] 1011 Undetermined5.3 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.1 3.1 A, N 23.6^ 2.1 10.9 ^ 1.7 1.21~0.10`0.19 ] 1011 [1035.4 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.5 2.6 A, N 35.8^ 2.4 22.4 ^ 2.0 2.91~0.56`0.74 ] 1011 900~700`38005.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 2.2 A, N 40.6^ 2.6 20.8 ^ 1.9 2.26~0.15`0.54 ] 1011 [3 ] 1035.6 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 2.1 J, N 42.5^ 2.7 26.9 ^ 2.1 3.55~0.61`0.74 ] 1011 1400~900`33005.7 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2 2.4 J, N 43.4^ 2.5 22.7 ^ 2.0 2.43~0.07`0.49 ] 1011 [3 ] 1035.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8 2.9 J, N 35.4^ 2.3 17.0 ^ 1.8 (1.89^ 0.40)] 1011 [8 ] 103
5.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 2.4 3.4 J, N 25.9^ 2.0 13.4 ^ 1.6 1.41~0.15`0.40 ] 1011 Undetermined5.10 . . . . . . . . . 3.0 4.1 J, N 22.0^ 1.9 10.5 ^ 1.7 1.16~0.25`0.23 ] 1011 [1035.11 . . . . . . . . . 3.6 4.9 J, N 17.0^ 1.6 9.8 ^ 1.6 1.15~0.30`0.49 ] 1011 Undetermined5.12 . . . . . . . . . 4.2 5.6 J, N 15.0^ 1.7 6.0 ^ 1.6 7.6B 1.0] 1010 Thin
TABLE 2ÈContinued
Observation bc Wavelength of D2 Wavelength of D1 N T e
Numbera Phaseb (RIo) Locationd (mA ) (mA ) (cm~2) (K)
6.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.5 5.7 A, S 3.2^ 1.9 3.9 ^ 1.7 (2.2^ 1.0)] 1010 Thin
6.1 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.3 4.9 A, S 7.4^ 2.0 5.3 ^ 2.3 (4.1^ 1.3)] 1010 Thin
6.2 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.2 3.9 A, S 14.8^ 2.3 5.6 ^ 1.7 (7.2^ 1.1)] 1010 Thin
6.3 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 3.1 A, S 16.5^ 1.9 10.3 ^ 1.4 1.33~0.38`0.54 ] 1011 \8 ] 1036.4 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 2.3 A, S 28.4^ 2.4 21.8 ^ 2.3 4.1~1.3`3.1 ] 1011 100~40`1006.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3 1.9 A, S 39.3^ 3.0 31.5 ^ 3.0 6.3~1.9`7.3 ] 1011 200~100`3006.6 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 1.6 A, S 44.9^ 5.2 39.1 ^ 5.6 1.0~0.6`inf ] 1012 \1036.7 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6 1.7 J, S 61.6^ 4.5 42.3 ^ 4.1 6.3~1.5`2.1 ] 1011 2100~1100`35006.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 2.0 J, S 55.5^ 4.4 36.2 ^ 4.1 5.0~1.3`1.8 ] 1011 2300~1400`75006.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9 2.5 J, S 37.4^ 3.9 28.6 ^ 3.3 5.2~1.6`6.6 ] 1011 200~100`6006.10 . . . . . . . . . 1.0 3.2 J, S 30.9^ 4.1 17.8 ^ 3.3 2.1~0.6`1.2 ] 1011 Undetermined6.11 . . . . . . . . . 1.2 4.0 J, S 15.9^ 3.2 7.3 ^ 2.3 (8.2^ 1.6)] 1010 Thin
7.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.2 2.3 A, N 42.3^ 2.8 23.3 ^ 2.0 2.64~0.37`0.54 ] 1011 [1037.1 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 2.1 A, N 48.7^ 3.8 28.1 ^ 2.3 3.35~0.58`0.73 ] 1011 Undetermined7.2 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 1.9 A, N 51.9^ 3.2 32.1 ^ 2.5 4.14~0.71`0.87 ] 1011 2900~1600`73007.3 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 1.9 A, N 58.6^ 4.0 40.9 ^ 2.9 6.3~1.2`1.6 ] 1011 1700~800`18007.4 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6 1.9 J, N 65.0^ 4.9 39.0 ^ 2.8 4.9~0.8`1.0 ] 1011 6300~3800`245007.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8 2.0 J, N 61.1^ 3.5 38.1 ^ 2.8 5.0~0.8`1.0 ] 1011 3900~2000`73007.6 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 2.2 J, N 63.2^ 4.4 38.4 ^ 2.5 4.87~0.77`0.96 ] 1011 [1047.7 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 2.5 J, N 52.9^ 3.9 34.1 ^ 2.6 4.6~0.8`1.1 ] 1011 2200~1300`43007.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6 3.1 J, N 38.2^ 2.9 25.9 ^ 2.8 3.7~0.9`1.5 ] 1011 500~300`17007.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9 3.6 J, N 32.5^ 2.8 20.5 ^ 2.4 2.7~0.6`1.1 ] 1011 600~400`59008.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.8 7.3 L, J, N 7.7^ 1.4 5.0 ^ 1.1 (4.4^ 0.7)] 1010 Thin
8.1 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.5 5.9 L, J, N 8.4^ 1.5 4.0 ^ 1.4 (4.3^ 0.8)] 1010 Thin
8.2 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.1 3.6 L, J, N 22.4^ 1.6 13.0 ^ 1.4 1.55~0.33`0.47 ] 1011 \5 ] 1048.3 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 2.4 L, J, N 45.8^ 2.7 29.6 ^ 2.0 4.02~0.63`0.76 ] 1011 1400~800`23008.4 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 1.7 L, J, N 66.0^ 3.6 48.5 ^ 2.7 8.2~1.3`1.9 ] 1011 1800~700`11008.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6 1.8 T, A, N 49.5^ 2.9 35.6 ^ 2.3 5.7~0.9`1.3 ] 1011 900~400`8008.6 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9 2.7 T, A, N 28.5^ 1.9 21.0 ^ 1.5 3.6~0.8`1.4 ] 1011 120~40`1208.7 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2 4.3 T, A, N 9.0^ 1.0 4.1 ^ 0.9 (4.6^ 0.5)] 1010 Thin
8.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4 5.5 T, A, N 3.5^ 1.2 2.8 ^ 1.2 (2.1^ 0.7)] 1010 Thin
8.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6 7.0 T, A, N 4.4^ 1.0 1.8 ^ 0.8 (2.2^ 0.5)] 1010 Thin
9.0 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.7 [10 L, N 0.9^ 0.4 1.6 ^ 0.6 (5.9^ 3.4)] 109 Thin
9.1 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.5 [10 L, N 0.6^ 0.5 2.7 ^ 0.5 (7.8^ 3.1)] 109 Thin
9.2 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.3 9.1 L, N 0.9^ 0.4 1.1 ^ 0.6 (5.5^ 3.4)] 109 Thin
9.3 . . . . . . . . . . . [1.1 8.4 L, N 1.3^ 0.6 0.8 ^ 0.6 (6.8^ 3.6)] 109 Thin
9.4 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.9 7.5 L, N 2.1^ 0.8 1.0 ^ 0.7 (1.1^ 0.4)] 1010 Thin
9.5 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.7 6.4 L, N 4.7^ 1.2 3.9 ^ 0.9 (2.9^ 0.5)] 1010 Thin
9.6 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.4 5.3 L, N 7.4^ 0.9 2.8 ^ 0.5 (3.5^ 0.4)] 1010 Thin
9.7 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.2 4.2 L, N 13.6^ 1.2 6.4 ^ 0.9 (7.1^ 0.6)] 1010 Thin
9.8 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 3.1 L, N 22.6^ 1.5 14.3 ^ 1.2 1.91~0.37`0.47 ] 1011 200~100`8009.9 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 2.3 L, N 36.7^ 2.2 28.6 ^ 1.7 5.5~1.2`2.6 ] 1011 200~100`2009.10 . . . . . . . . . 0.4 2.0 L, N 46.0^ 2.6 31.7 ^ 1.8 4.690.68`0.87 ] 1011 900~400`10009.11 . . . . . . . . . 0.7 2.1 T, N 35.6^ 2.2 22.3 ^ 1.5 2.88~0.43`0.55 ] 1011 900~600`24009.12 . . . . . . . . . 0.9 2.8 T, N 21.5^ 1.7 12.2 ^ 1.0 1.41~0.24`0.33 ] 1011 \6 ] 1049.13 . . . . . . . . . 1.1 3.8 T, N 7.9 ^ 1.0 7.2 ^ 1.0 (4.9^ 0.6)] 1010 Thin
9.14 . . . . . . . . . 1.3 4.8 T, N 4.8 ^ 0.9 3.6 ^ 0.9 (2.7^ 0.5)] 1010 Thin
9.15 . . . . . . . . . 1.5 5.9 T, N 2.6 ^ 0.9 2.6 ^ 0.8 (1.7^ 0.5)] 1010 Thin
9.16 . . . . . . . . . 1.7 7.1 T, N 0.7 ^ 0.7 0.9 ^ 0.5 (5.6^ 3.3)] 109 Thin
9.17 . . . . . . . . . 1.9 8.2 T, N 0.8 ^ 0.7 1.3 ^ 0.7 (6.2^ 4.2)] 109 Thin
9.18 . . . . . . . . . 2.2 8.9 T, N 0.7 ^ 0.8 [2.0^ 0.9 3.7~3.7`4.3 ] 109x Thin9.19 . . . . . . . . . 2.4 9.4 T, N 0.5 ^ 1.0 0.9 ^ 1.0 3.6~5.0`6.0 ] 109 Thin10.1 . . . . . . . . . [0.9 6.1 A, L, S 8.3^ 1.0 \5 (4.4 ^ 0.6)] 1010 Thin
10.2 . . . . . . . . . [0.3 3.7 A, L, S 17.8^ 1.5 11.1 ^ 1.5 1.44~0.40`0.56 ] 1011 \10410.3 . . . . . . . . . 0.2 1.6 A, L, S 39.4^ 4.0 24.3 ^ 10.0 3~1`8] 1011 Undetermined10.4 . . . . . . . . . 0.7 1.5 J, T, S 21.8^ 4.0 15.7 ^ 2.0 2.5~0.9`2.4 ] 1011 \103
NOTE.ÈTable 2 is also available in machine-readable form in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal.
a Observation number is in the form X.Y , where X is the eclipse number as given in Table 1 and Y is the number of the spectrum taken in
the event series.
b The eclipse phase of an observation is deÐned as the fraction of the event completed at the midpoint of the observation. Negative eclipse
phase refers to observations made before penumbral contact ; phases greater than 1 refer to observations after Ðnal contact.
c The uncertainties in the impact parameter are [0.1RIo.d Location sampled relative to Io. L\ leading hemisphere ; T\ trailing hemisphere ; J\ sub-Jupiter hemisphere ; A\ anti-Jupiter hemi-
sphere ; N \ north of Io ; and S \ south of Io.
e Approximate coronal temperature. Thin : optically thin, with no temperature estimate possible. Undetermined : optically thick, but no
temperature estimate possible due to poor data quality.
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ent objects, the removal was accomplished by vertically
shifting the hot-star continuum until an agreement was
obtained with line depths of object spectra.
Finally, having produced  dry ÏÏ spectra of satellites in
and out of eclipse, the former were divided by the latter in
order to reveal isolated eclipse features produced by Io.
Some pronounced residual noise exists at the location of the
precise core of the solar sodium lines, but fortunately one
can stay clear of these pathological regions since they aect
only the very shallow wings of the isolated eclipse features.
The signal-to-noise ratio was determined from continuum
regions on both sides of and some 10È30 pixels away from
the Fraunhofer core location in each spectrum. Stated as an
rms value [rms\ 1/(S/N)], this quantity was used in the
computation of 1 p error bars for the equivalent width as
follows : where is the base width*W \ (npix)1@2rms dj, npixof the line in pixels and dj is the size of a pixel in the same
wavelength unit as that of *W .
Thorium lamps have been employed to determine the
wavelength calibration. The dispersion is found by a poly-
nomial Ðt to the positions of identiÐed (i.e., with known
laboratory wavelengths) thorium lines.
2.3. Catalina Observatory Observations
A single event was observed from the Catalina Observa-
tory outside of Tucson, Arizona, using the Lunar and Plan-
etary Laboratory Echelle Spectrometer. The eclipses in
1991 occurred close to JupiterÏs solar conjunction, making
observations extremely difficult. Therefore, although the
spectral resolution of the data is quite high (j/*jD 100,000),
these data are of a poorer quality than the other events.
Additionally, the 139 s exposures have lower signal-to-noise
ratios. This event, however, does provide another time
period that can be used to search for long-term variability
in the corona. These data were reduced using methods
similar to those described above.
3. ANALYSIS
Each exposure scanned a dierent narrow region of IoÏs
atmosphere. To Ðrst order, the region can be characterized
by the  closest approach distance ÏÏ between Io and the line
connecting the Sun to the eclipsed satellite (commonly
called the impact parameter ; see Fig. 1). In reality, the
sampled region is broadened by the angular size of the Sun,
the Ðnite size and visible appearance of the eclipsed satellite,
and the motion of the satellite during an exposure. The
distribution of impact parameters during an exposure was
calculated analytically by the method of Mallama (1991)
using the G-5 ephemerides (Arlot et al. 1982 ; Arlot 1996) as
well as the satellite limb-darkening model and albedo pat-
terns from Mallama (1991). The distributions are computed
for the continuum wavelength bracketing the absorption
feature and are independent of the data. Sodium in the
corona does not aect these distributions since the absorp-
tion feature is narrow and does not signiÐcantly change the
shape or brightness of the continuum.
Each exposureÏs distribution yielded a mean impact
parameter and a standard deviation indicative of the width
of the distribution during an exposure. The absorption
equivalent width of each observation is assigned to the
mean impact parameter. The broadening eects listed
above can be broken into two categories and quantiÐed.
First, instantaneous spreading of light is due to the eects of
the Ðnite size of the eclipsed object and the angular size of
the Sun. Figure 4a shows the instantaneous distributions
for three times during an eclipse. The amount of spreading
is determined by the standard deviation of an instantaneous
distribution. The width of the region (2 times the standard
deviation) is generally between and and can0.8RIo 1.6RIovary somewhat during an event. A second eect, smearing
during an integration, depends on the relative tangential
velocities of the satellites and the exposure times and
amounts to D800 km, or Note that these eects do0.4RIo.not correspond to the uncertainty in the impact parameter
since the distributions themselves are well determined.
Figure 4b shows the eect of satellite motions during an
exposure on the distribution. The similarity between the
average distribution (dashed line) and the instantaneous dis-
tribution at the event midpoint (solid line labeled
midpoint ÏÏ) shows that the smearing due to satellite motion
is small compared to the spreading of the light as observed
at the Earth.
The timing of each event was determined by Arlot (1996).
The uncertainty in the prediction of the event midpoint is
5È15 s, corresponding to D150 km in the positions of the
satellites (J.-E. Arlot 2000, personal communication). This
implies an uncertainty in the prediction of the impact
parameter of The 63 s dierence between Univer-[0.1 RIo.sal Time (UT) and Terrestrial Dynamical Time has been
taken into account for comparison of the times of obser-
vations and the ephemeris time. Although the strength of
the sodium absorption is likely to vary across the eclipsed
FIG. 4.ÈDistribution of the light passing Io. (a) Instantaneous distribu-
tion of impact parameters near Io at three times (phases) during an eclipse.
The point marked on each distribution represents the average distance
from Io of the light distribution (the impact parameter) as described in the
text. (b) Change in the impact parameter distribution during an obser-
vation. Distributions are shown for the beginning, middle, and end of a
typical observation. Dashed proÐle is the average for the observation. The
impact parameter for this proÐle is marked. Scale bars are given for the
uncertainty in the determination of the impact parameter (2 p
b
D 0.1RIo),the amount of smearing due to motion of the satellites during the obser-
vation for this observation), and the spread of light due to the(D0.2RIoSunÏs angular size (D1.4RIo).
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FIG. 5.ÈEquivalent width vs. the time from the event midpoint for the 1997 mutual events. For each event, solid lines show the equivalent widths andD2dashed line shows the equivalent widths. Note that events are not symmetric about time \ 0, indicative of column density asymmetries in the corona.D1
satellite and during the exposure, departures from linearity
are small compared to the error in individual measurements
and are therefore neglected.
The column of absorbing sodium was derived by a com-
parison of the equivalent widths of the sodium andD2 D1resonance lines (3s at 5889.92 and2S1@2] 3p 2P1@2,3p 2P3@2)5895.95 respectively. The continuum was determined byA ,
Ðtting a line to the region surrounding the absorption line,
and the sum was performed only in the pixel region contain-
ing the line. The equivalent widths calculated for each spec-
trum are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 5 versus
time.
The equivalent width expected for a given value of the
column density and the temperature was computed as dis-
cussed in Brown & Yung (1976). For low column densities
(with optical depth or column densityq[ 1 N [ 1011
cm~2), the equivalent width is independent of temperature
and depends only on the column density. In this case, the
column density listed in Table 2 is the average of the abun-
dances computed independently for the and linesD2 D1weighted by the uncertainties in the measurements.
The degeneracy in temperature is lifted as the absorbing
column increases. Therefore, to determine the column
density in the optically thick case, it was necessary to con-
sider the two absorption lines together. For a given pair of
and equivalent widths, there is a unique columnD2 D1density and temperature that produces the absorptions. We
computed these values by plotting curves of the column
density required to produce the measured equivalent width
versus temperature for each of the measured lines (Fig. 6).
The intersection of the two curves is the unique column
density and temperature. The error ellipse in the versusD1plot was mapped onto the N versus T plot. The extremaD2of this ellipse gave the 1 p errors in temperature and column
density, listed in Table 2.
4. DISCUSSION
The column densities derived from our comparison of the
sodium and equivalent widths are plotted in Figure 7D1 D2
versus the impact parameter of the observations and are
listed in Table 2. Also listed are temperature estimates for
observations of optically thick regions of the corona.
Plotted over the data in Figure 7 are the best-Ðt power-law
functions to all the 1997 data that have an impact param-
eter less than (except as noted below) and the best-Ðt5.6RIopower law from to the data of Schneider et al. (1991). The
outer boundary was chosen to conform with the limits used
by Schneider et al. (1991), who looked at dierences
between the proÐle inside and outside of IoÏs Hill sphere, the
eective limit of IoÏs gravity located at The best5.6RIo.spherically symmetric Ðt to the data is given by
N(b) \ (2.2~0.7`1.4 ] 1012)b~2.34~`
00..2374 cm~2 . (1)
Fitting a power law to the data of Schneider et al. (1991)
gives a column density proÐle of
N(b) \ (2.4~0.6`1.1 ] 1012)b~2.48~`
00..2372 cm~2 , (2)
which Ðts the current data within the uncertainty. This indi-
cates that there have been no signiÐcant changes in the
directionally averaged corona in the 12 yr between mea-
surements. However, as discussed below, there are event-to-
event Ñuctuations in the column density proÐle. Note that
outside the corona column density becomes moreD6RIo,variable. This is due to a combination of higher noise in the
data (due to weaker absorption lines) and real variability in
the corona outside of IoÏs Hill sphere.
An indication that the corona did not vary signiÐcantly
during the period between the 1985 and 1997 measurements
is a mutual event observation from 1991. Only four spectra
from the 1991 Catalina Observatory event (event 10) show
any measurable absorption. The column densities deter-
mined from this event are shown in Figure 7, although they
are not included in the Ðt shown by the solid line. Despite
the relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio of the data, which
makes precise column density values difficult to determine,
the column densities measured are consistent with those
seen in both the 1985 (Schneider et al. 1991) and 1997 data.
This is a further indication of temporal stability in the
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FIG. 6.ÈCurves of constant equivalent width as a function of tem-
perature and column density. Solid lines show column density vs. tem-
perature for the measured and equivalent widths ; dashed lines areD2 D1for the 1 p errors on the equivalent widths. The intersection of the two solid
lines gives the unique column density and temperature required to produce
absorption lines with the measured equivalent widths. The error ellipse in
column density and temperature is shown. The 1 p error bars on N and T
are given by the extrema of the ellipse. The insert shows the andD2 D1equivalent widths and their errors for the observation. Dotted lines show
how the errors in equivalent width map onto the N vs. T space.
corona, although we were not able use this data to look for
spatial asymmetries in the corona. Unfortunately, the
observations that measured closest to Io were made when
Europa was in IoÏs umbra, reducing EuropaÏs brightness
and, consequently, the signal-to-noise ratio of the data.
Io was very close to superior heliocentric conjunction for
the event of 1997 June 21 (event 1), making it difficult to
interpret. Because the radial velocity dierence between Io
and the Sun was very small, the resolution of the instrument
was not great enough to separate the Iogenic absorption
from the solar Fraunhofer line with certainty for most of the
observations. However, for some of the observations within
where the absorption from the corona is stronger,D2.5RIo,the equivalent widths were more easily measured. These
data are listed in Table 2. The column densities derived
agree qualitatively with the general column density proÐle
in the corona, although the systematic errors introduced in
the reduction make quantitative analysis impossible.
The temperature of the corona is estimated to be 1600 K
with a 1 p conÐdence level between 1200 and 3600 K. The
uncertainties in the data are too large to determine a radial
temperature proÐle. Schneider et al. (1991) measured a tem-
perature of D2000 K. This is consistent with the current
FIG. 7.ÈColumn density vs. impact parameter for all data with mea-
surable equivalent widths. The best-Ðt power law to the 1997 data within
(eq. [1]) is plotted with a solid line. Dashed line shows the result of5.6RIoSchneider et al. (1991 ; eq. [2]). Four column density measurements from
1991 May 21 are shown but are not included in power-law Ðt. Event 1,
listed in Table 1, is not shown (see text for explanation).
measurement, given the wide temperature range estimated
from the individual observations as shown in Table 2. Our
measurement is also consistent with previous model predic-
tions for the temperature. Summers et al. (1989) determined
that previous observations were consistent with a corona
with a temperature of D1000 K but do not give an upper
limit on the temperatures that would be consistent with the
data. A model that includes solar heating, plasma heating,
and Joule heating of the atmosphere predicts temperatures
of D1800 K in the corona (Strobel, Zhu, & Summers 1994).
Depending on IoÏs orbital phase and the solar zenith
angle, Wong & Smyth (2000) predict exobase temperatures
of between 220 and 2800 K for an sublimationSO2atmosphere.
Although we do not see any evidence for long-term tem-
poral variability in the corona, we have detected a possible
asymmetry in the radial column density proÐle. Most of the
events compare to varying degrees the contrast between IoÏs
inner (sub-Jupiter) and outer (anti-Jupiter) hemispheres
(Fig. 8a). For seven of the eight events considered, the sub-
Jupiter hemisphere is denser than the anti-Jupiter hemi-
sphere. The two hemispheres had identical column density
proÐles during event 2. Figure 9 shows the equivalentD2widths versus impact parameters for eight mutual events.
For each event, the solid lines show absorption from the
sub-Jupiter hemisphere and the dashed lines show the anti-
Jupiter hemisphere. With the exception of event 2, the
spectra from the inner hemisphere show more absorption
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FIG. 8.ÈEclipse geometry for each event. (a) Paths of each eclipse in Ðxed Io coordinates as seen from above IoÏs north pole. The inbound (ingress) and
outbound (egress) portions of each eclipse are shown. Observation lines of sight are perpendicular to the eclipse path in the plane of the page. (b) Paths of each
event as seen from the Sun. The lines of sight are perpendicular to the eclipse paths into the page.
than the outer hemisphere for measurements at similar
radial distances from Io. The equivalent widths follow aD1similar trend. Figure 10 shows the column density asym-
metry between the inner and outer hemispheres of Io. The
dashed line shows the  average ÏÏ corona column density on
the anti-Jupiter hemisphere ; the solid line is a Ðt to the
sub-Jupiter hemisphere. The best Ðts to the inner and outer
coronae are given by
sub-Jupiter (inner) hemisphere :
(3.0~0.4`0.9 ] 1012)b~2.42~`
00..1256 cm~2 , (3)
anti-Jupiter (outer) hemisphere :
(1.8~0.6`0.8 ] 1012)b~2.29~`
00..4227 cm~2 . (4)
The anti-Jupiter corona is on average 60% as dense as the
corona on the sub-Jupiter side at the same radial distance
from Io. The steepnesses of the column density proÐles are
similar for the opposite sides of Io. Schneider et al. (1991)
did not detect this asymmetry, although the uncertainties in
their data were greater. The uncertainties given in equations
(3) and (4) are representative of event-to-event variations in
the data.
Event 7 from McDonald Observatory is unique in that it
is the only event that occurred close to IoÏs eastern elon-
gation. This event shows a similar asymmetry to the other
events discussed ; namely, the sub-Jupiter hemisphere is
more dense than the anti-Jupiter hemisphere. Therefore, we
conclude that we detect an inner/outer asymmetry rather
than an east/west asymmetry. Event 7 is anomalously dense
on the sub-Jupiter hemisphere compared to the other
events. Since this is the only event observed in this
geometry, we cannot determine whether this is a true east/
west column density variation or simply representative of
short-term temporal variability in the corona. This column
density anomaly could also be due to an uncorrected sys-
tematic error in the data. This would explain also the diffi-
culties in constraining temperature (see Table 2). However,
we still conclude that this event displays an inner/outer
asymmetry since the asymmetry is clearly seen in the equiv-
alent widths (Fig. 9). The asymmetry appears in both the
sodium and equivalent widths. Therefore, despiteD2 D1any possible difficulties in determining the precise column
densities for this event, the spectra reveal asymmetric
absorption. Although ideally we would like more obser-
vations at eastern elongation, the available data better
support an inner/outer asymmetry than an east/west
asymmetry.
Event 9 is listed in Table 2 as measuring leading/trailing
dierences. Although this event occurs close to IoÏs inferior
conjunction (Fig. 3) and therefore is most suited to measur-
ing dierences between the leading and trailing hemispheres
(see Fig. 8a), it does measure some dierences between the
inner and outer hemispheres and so has been included in
this analysis. Similarly, the other events, which primarily
compare the inner and outer hemispheres, are also sensitive
to leading and trailing asymmetries. The conclusion that we
have detected an inner/outer asymmetry rather than a
leading/trailing asymmetry is supported by the fact that
dierent events measure dierent combinations of the
regions near Io. For example, event 4 measures the outer/
leading hemisphere in the Ðrst half of the event and the
inner/trailing hemisphere in the second. Event 8 probes the
inner/leading hemisphere Ðrst and the outer/trailing last.
The inner hemisphere is more dense for each of these events,
regardless of whether the leading or trailing hemisphere is
also being observed.
We are not able to rule out the possibility of a leading/
trailing asymmetry in addition to the inner/outer asym-
metry, but there is no clear evidence that this is the case.
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FIG. 9.ÈSodium D2 equivalent width vs. impact parameter for seven of
the mutual events observed. For each event, solid lines indicate measure-
ments from IoÏs sub-Jupiter hemisphere and dashed lines show the anti-
Jupiter hemisphere. The events have been vertically separated for clarity.
Eclipses 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 have been oset by factors of 60, 30, 10, 3, 1/5,
1/10, and 1/20, respectively. Eclipse 6 has not been shifted.
The two events that best measure leading/trailing dier-
ences, events 8 and 9, both show higher column density over
the leading hemisphere than the trailing. However, events 3,
4, 5, 6, and 7, which measure leading/trailing dierences to
lesser degrees, show higher trailing densities. Therefore, it
appears that there are no persistent column density dier-
ences between the leading and trailing hemispheres. The
events that best measure the dierences between the inner
and outer hemispheres, events 3, 5, 6, and 7, all measure
higher column densities above the sub-Jupiter hemisphere
than above the anti-Jupiter hemisphere. Unfortunately, the
events that best measure dierences between the leading
and trailing hemispheres occur when the radial heliocentric
velocity is lowest and the absorption is most difficult to
separate from the solar Fraunhofer line.
Asymmetries in the corona point to asymmetries in the
processes that aect slow sodium. These could be related to
the creation or loss of neutral sodium in the corona. A
density asymmetry would arise if the source rate on the
sub-Jupiter side or the loss rate on the anti-Jupiter side is
enhanced. Another possibility is that the velocity of escap-
ing neutrals is greater for the anti-Jupiter hemisphere. This
would also result in a greater column density of sodium in
the sub-Jupiter corona and most likely result in a shallower
proÐle for the anti-Jupiter hemisphere. This change in slope
FIG. 10.ÈColumn density vs. impact parameter showing the inner/
outer column density asymmetry. Circles : Measurements from IoÏs sub-
Jupiter hemisphere ; squares : the anti-Jupiter hemisphere. The solid line
show a power-law Ðt to the circles ; i.e., the solid line is the average coronal
column density over the sub-Jupiter hemisphere. Dashed line represents
the average anti-Jupiter corona. The sub-Jupiter hemisphere is 1.7 times as
dense as the anti-Jupiter hemisphere.
is not seen, although the uncertainties in the determination
of the slope may be large enough that a dierence in slope
between the two hemispheres cannot be seen.
A smaller source rate on the anti-Jupiter hemisphere is
suggested by observations of IoÏs auroral emissions
( equatorial spots ÏÏ) : the anti-Jupiter spot is D20% bright-
er than the sub-Jupiter spot (Roesler et al. 1999 ; Retherford
et al. 2000). Saur et al. (2000) have modeled the electron Ñow
past Io to show that the Hall eect close to Io results in
more energy deposited to the anti-Jupiter side than the sub-
Jupiter side. In the context of the auroral oxygen emissions,
there is more electron impact excitation on the anti-Jupiter
side, resulting in a brighter equatorial spot. This same eect
would result in a greater sodium ionization rate since the
ionization potential of sodium is lower than that of oxygen.
Since the equatorial spots are observed near IoÏs surface
(within only sodium in that region wouldD1RIoÈ2RIo),most likely be aected. Therefore, the amount of escaping
neutral sodium would be preferentially reduced on the anti-
Jupiter hemisphere, and the column density further out in
the corona would be smaller. The slope of the corona,
however, would not be aected.
The fast sodium jet observed by Wilson & Schneider
(1999) and Burger et al. (1999) is most likely not directly
responsible for this asymmetry. Fast sodium would show up
as a broad Doppler-shifted feature well below the detection
limit. However, it is possible that the escape of fast sodium
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aects the sputtering rates from Io or the velocity of escap-
ing slow neutrals.
If the corona does, in fact, have an inner/outer asym-
metry, then there is a question as to why event 2 appears to
be radially symmetric about Io. Understanding this event
requires additional observations at large distances from the
poles and modeling beyond the scope of this paper. A pos-
sible explanation may lie in the fact that this event measures
the corona farther above IoÏs north pole than any of the
other events (Fig. 8b), which might suggest that the pro-
cesses that cause the asymmetry are acting closer to IoÏs
equatorial region than the polar regions. However, there are
other events that measure the corona north of Io, and these
events do not support this hypothesis in that we would
expect a relationship between the degree of asymmetry and
the minimum impact parameter of the event.
There are event-to-event Ñuctuations in the coronal
column density proÐle. Although the deviations in mea-
sured column density are small compared with the mean
column density, they are greater than the uncertainties in
the individual measurements. Additionally, as discussed, the
inner/outer asymmetry is persistent, indicating that when
the corona is in a denser state, the column density is
increased on both the Jupiter and anti-Jupiter sides. The
measured standard deviation in the corona column density
at a distance of is D25% of the mean column density3RIoat this distance. Above IoÏs sub-Jupiter hemisphere, the
mean column density at is 2.3] 1011 cm~2 with a3RIostandard deviation of 0.6 ] 1011 cm~2. The variation is
proportionately the same above the anti-Jupiter hemi-
sphere : at the mean column density is3RIo(1.5^ 0.4)] 1011 cm~2.
5. SUMMARY
This study shows that there have been no signiÐcant
global changes in IoÏs sodium corona since the previous
study of the column density proÐle (Schneider et al. 1991).
Measurements of the coronal column density from 1985,
1991, and 1997 all show the same roughly spherically sym-
metric sodium corona within six Io radii of Io.
The average corona is well described as a spherically
symmetric cloud around Io with a column density proÐle of
N(b) \ (2.2~0.7`1.4 ] 1012)b~2.34~`
00..2374 cm~2 , (5)
where b is the impact parameter of the observation in Io
radii. This corresponds to a radial density proÐle of
n(r) \ 6700r~3.34 cm~3 , (6)
with r the distance from Io in Io radii.
There is evidence, however, for a persistent asymmetry in
the corona. The events that measure nearest IoÏs equator
indicate that the corona above IoÏs sub-Jupiter hemisphere
is D1.7 times as dense as the corona above the hemisphere
that faces away from Jupiter. This result may be consistent
with the observations of IoÏs auroral emissions as explained
by Saur et al. (2000). Additionally, smaller event-to-event
Ñuctuations of D25% are seen in the coronal column
density.
Theoretical studies of the corona and neutral clouds have
always used symmetric loss from Io. Smyth & Combi (1997)
modeled the spherically symmetric sodium corona
described by Schneider et al. (1991) with symmetric loss,
although they did determine that the corona has an asym-
metric density proÐle when the sodium directional feature is
aligned along IoÏs orbital plane. However, our observing
method is not sensitive to an asymmetry caused by the
directional feature. Cremonese et al. (1998) found spher-
ically symmetric loss from Io most consistent with the
observational data, including the observations of Schneider
et al. (1991) and high-resolution spectra of sodium near Io.
The data presented here are the highest quality obser-
vations made of the sodium column abundance in IoÏs
corona and indicate that the loss from Io may in fact not be
as symmetric as previously thought. Future work is needed
to determine the reason for the observed asymmetry.
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